Photographing Families: Use Natural Light, Flash, Posing, and More to
Create Professional Images

This comprehensive volume teaches
photographers simple approaches for
producing client-pleasing family portraits
in any location and with the use of minimal
equipment. Family photographers must
face all of the typical challenges that the
average portrait photographer faces, but as
the subject numbers increase, so do the
number of issues the photographer must
confront in order to produce a pleasing,
saleable image. The methods used to
produce 60 high-end images of actual
family groups are shared hereincluding
what went in to the conceptualization
process; the posing and grouping
strategies; and how the photographer can
establish rapport with his subjects,
especially with babies, children, and
disinterested teensaddress the entire range
of obstacles portrait photographers must
overcome. Also featured are tips on
modifying and manipulating studio and
natural light, how to use physical elements
as posing aids, and what tools are needed
for off-site work. With lighting diagrams
and alternate images, each section in this
book illuminates the many aspects of
family portrait photography, equipping and
inspiring photographers to create to create
quality, heirloom-worthy images.
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